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Sole agencies:

As we get older, our risk profile
changes, which is why our
insurance premiums should
decrease too – up to a point! 

We became more aware of our
own mortality the greyer we get
and realise the importance of
looking after the ‘temple’ in which
we live. 

That’s why the subject of my
introduction this month is health
and safety, and specifically that of
the team in our Motorsport
workshop. Elsewhere in the
newsletter you’ll read about the
purchases we’ve made for skilled
and valuable staff members whose
job description involves welding, or
exposure to high noise levels.

While the health of every
employee is important, through a
supplier – Hearing, Protection &
Communication (which has its
roots it motorsport, funnily
enough) – we’ve provided key
individuals with the equipment
needed to minimise exposure to
conditions that could lead to
long-term health issues.

A welcome by-product of this is
ultimately happier staff, higher
productivity, lower absenteeism
and a better end result for you,
our customers.  

Rob Green

THE HUMAN RACE 
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Last month a small gremlin crept
into our newsletter and in a story
on the Alfa 4C conversion we
quoted a torque figure of 522Nm
when the correct figure is 610Nm.
And just in case you think that’s a
porky pie (Cockney rhyming slang
for lies) here’s the dyno graph to
prove it:

Welding is an important skill in
our Motorsport workshop, which
is why we recently equipped both
our specialist welders – JP Van Der
Merwe and Ryan Randall – with
state-of-the-art Speedglas
welding helmets, courtesy of
HPC-Speedglas. 

These Swedish-made helmets
boast all kinds of features that
only a welder would fully
appreciate but as they both said,
the light weight and comfort plus
the optical clarity and fast
reaction time of the
auto-darkening screen allows
them to weld to a higher
standard without compromise.
Which at the end of the day,
enables them to continue to do
what they love doing and doing it
well…

NEW PRODUCTS

KAPOW-ER!
When all is said and done it is looking more and more like Audi’s RS3 is the
real head of the hot hatch hegemony. 
It is quick out the box but in our latest upgrade it is a car which now easily comes in

comfortably under four seconds for the 0 – 100 sprint… and no, that’s not why it is
our Stage Four package …
Tested with our own VBOX datalogger, we recorded a 3.6 second sprint to 100 km/h,

knocking well over half-a-second off what we achieved with the showroom car. But
more impressive than reducing robot to robot sprints to supercar levels is what we did
over a quarter-mile: 
While the ‘before’ numbers of 12.7 seconds @175.1 km/h aren’t too shabby, we

knock a full second off that and add 20 km/h to the terminal speed with a pass of 
11.7 seconds @195.2 km/h.
That’s made possible by a detailed conversion which includes the following hardware:

• 101mm (reducing progressively) to 76mm de-cat downpipe
• 76mm RGM-Techniflow stainless steel exhaust
• RGM hybrid turbo to existing turbocharger 
• RGM high-flow, race-spec intercooler
• RGM-Goliath cold air intake
• Water-meth injection kit
Then we plug in and dyno tune our proprietary hardware/software combo, add an

on-the-fly dual-map switch so that the benefits of our Torque octane booster can be
taken advantage of (which also means you don’t need to use it all the time) and fine
tune everything on our “quattro” dyno. Final output? 361kW, or a gain of nearly
70kW compared to standard and a torque injection of more than 110Nm…
Immerse yourself in the RS3 experience here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWtTN1lKO8s



We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club,
Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,
Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation,
VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.

PRODUCT UPDATE

LIKE A PITBULL...

HEAR NO EVIL
Stephan Mulder says that working
on the dyno has become more
pleasurable since acquiring 3M
Peltor workplace hearing
protection. With filtered sound,
he remains fully aware of his
surroundings and in fact says he
can pick up subtle nuances from
the engine compartment which is
paying dividends for more precise
tuning. 

TORQUE DEALERS
Torque dealer update
http://www.rgmotorsport.com/ind
ex.php/9-pages/397-torque

IN CLOSING
RGM is still the home of the
supercharged V8 - and here’s the
picture to prove it! Left to right
we have a Chrysler 300C, a brand
new Mustang GT and a Lumina SS
Ute which we upgraded some
seven years ago.

We’re big fans of the small BMW coupes – which are kind of the size that
the 3-series was in the day of the E30! So if you want a lot of dynamite in
a small and sexy rear-wheel-drive package, consider this an introduction to
our Stage 3 upgrade on the BMW 135i
This is the N55 single-turbo version introduced after – and replacing – the

twin-turbo N54, though outputs remained unchanged at 225kW and 400Nm. 
We hybridise the turbocharger for more boost, uprate the intercooler so that the
boost is there all the time, fit a water-meth injection kit, chuck out the stock
exhaust and downpipe and replace with our RGM-Techniflow versions. And then
sit patiently on the dyno mapping it meticulously – a process which was still
underway when we signed off this newsletter. You’ll find the final figures and a
short video on our Facebook page soon!


